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FOOD SECTOR INCENTIVE GETS CABINET NOD
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Food processing and related industries in India: scope and significance,

location, upstream and downstream requirements and supply chain management

The Union Cabinet on Wednesday approved a production-linked incentive scheme for the food
processing industry with an outlay of Rs. 10,900 crore.

Announcing the scheme, Piyush Goyal, Minister for Consumer Affairs, Food and Public
Distribution, said the scheme was a “fitting tribute to farmers” and that it would lead to
employment for 2.5 lakh people. He added that it would lead to additional exports of Rs. 30,000
crore to Rs. 35,000 crore.

The objectives of the scheme were to “support creation of global food manufacturing
champions”, “strengthen select Indian brand of food products for global visibility and wider
acceptance in the international markets”, “increase employment opportunities of off-farm jobs”
and “ensuring remunerative prices of farm produce and higher income to farmers”, a
government statement said.

Mr. Goyal said the scheme would cover ready-to-cook, ready-to-eat, processed fruits and
vegetables, marine products and mozzarella cheese. Organic products, free-range eggs, poultry
meat and egg products were also covered. “The implementation of the scheme would facilitate
expansion of processing capacity to generate processed food output of Rs. 33,494 crore and
create employment for nearly 2.5 lakh persons by the year 2026-27,” the statement said. The
applicants selected for the scheme would be required to invest in plant and machinery in the first
two years.
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GOVT. RETAINS 4% INFLATION TARGET FOR RBI’S
RATE PANEL FOR 2021-26

Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Inflation & Monetary Policy

Clear focus: The Centre has agreed with RBI officials’ view that the current inflation target is
appropriate.K. Murali KumarMURALI KUMAR K  

The Centre has decided to retain the inflation target of 4%, with a tolerance band of +/- 2
percentage points for the Monetary Policy Committee of the RBI for the coming five years, a top
finance ministry official said.

“The inflation target for the period April 1, 2021, to March 31, 2026... has been kept at the same
level as it was for the previous five years,” Economic Affairs Secretary Tarun Bajaj told reporters
on Wednesday.

He dismissed queries on whether the focus had shifted to core inflation or any other component
of retail inflation and hinted that the framework would remain ‘the same’ as earlier.

Economists welcomed the continuity in the framework, despite the recent spate of high inflation
prints beyond the 6% upper threshold of the inflation target.

“The range of 2%-6% as a flexible inflation target has worked reasonably well and continuing
with the same target would not disturb the monetary policy framework as such going forward,”
said M. Govinda Rao, member Fourteenth Finance Commission and former director of the
National Institute of Public Finance and Policy. “Inflation may have breached the 6% mark a few
times recently, but this has been during an exceptional situation in the economy.”

The decision puts to rest speculation about the government considering a looser inflation target
to enable a more growth-oriented focus in monetary policy.

RBI officials had in a report in February stressed that “the current numerical framework for
defining price stability” was appropriate for the next five years.
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CAN BAD BANKS RESOLVE INDIA’S NPA PROBLEM?
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Banking, NPAs and RBI

With the surge in NPAs due to the adverse impact of the pandemic, Budget 2021-22 announced
that the Centre will set up an ARC, commonly referred to as a bad bank, to resolve the issue.
Mint takes a look

With the surge in non-performing assets (NPAs) due to the adverse impact of the pandemic,
Budget 2021-22 announced that the Centre will set up an asset reconstruction company (ARC),
commonly referred to as a bad bank, to resolve the issue. Mint takes a look.

What are ARCs or bad banks?

An ARC is a specialized financial institution which buys stressed assets from banks and financial
institutions. Banks can sell their stressed or bad assets to the ARC at a mutually agreeable
price, thereby helping banks to clean up their balance sheets and concentrate on delivering
normal banking services. Thereafter, it is the responsibility of the ARC to recover the bad debts
or associated securities in a market-led process. Asset reconstruction, simply put, is the
purchase of title or rights of the banks or financial institutions in loans, bonds, debentures, etc.,
for the sole purpose of its recovery or realization.

What are the rules and regulations for ARCs?

The setting up of an ARC is regulated under the SARFAESI Act, 2002. An ARC is required to
have a net owned fund of 100 crore and maintain a capital adequacy ratio (CAR) of 15% of its
risk-weighted assets. The NPAs are to be transferred to the ARC at a reasonable price backed
by an arm’s length principle, that is, at the net book value (asset value minus bank provisioning
against the stressed assets). For the bad assets sold to the ARC, the banks will obtain 15%
cash, and the balance could be by way of bonds or debentures with a maximum maturity period
of six years and security receipts issued by the ARC.

How are ARCs funded to buy NPAs from banks?

To meet its funding requirements, an ARC can issue bonds, debentures and security receipts. A
receipt issued by the ARC to a qualified institutional buyer (QIB), which gives the owner the title,
right or interest in the financial asset and helps the ARC raise funds to make an upfront payment
to buy the discounted bad debts, is commonly known as a security receipt.

What are resolution strategies of an ARC?

As per the SARFAESI Act, an ARC can restructure or reschedule the loan, enter into
settlements, sell or lease the borrower’s business, take over or change the management, and
engage in security interest enforcement (sell, take possession or lease the owned asset). But,
enforcement or security interest can only be conducted when at least 75% secured creditors and
the ARC are in agreement. In case of the debt being unsecured and the ARC being unable to
recover the bad loan, they can file civil suits against the creditors.

How exactly are ARCs different from the IBC?

The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC) was introduced with the aim of resolution and
reorganization of insolvent companies, while ARCs are set up for clearing up NPAs. ARCs
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primarily deal with recovery, while the IBC seeks for a resolution, wherein creditors are given the
chance to make insolvency resolution an economically viable process and entities can apply for
insolvency, bankruptcy or liquidation.

Jagadish Shettigar and Pooja Misra are faculty members at BIMTECH.
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FOUR PSU BANKS TO GET 14,500 CR VIA ZERO
COUPON BONDS

Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Banking, NPAs and RBI

The recap bonds would be issued at par for amount sought by the eligible banks and will have
six varying maturities

MUMBAI : The central government will infuse 14,500 crore capital in Central Bank of India,
Indian Overseas Bank, Bank of India, and UCO Bank through non-interest bearing bonds, after
a similar infusion of 5,500 crore in Punjab and Sind Bank in December.

The recapitalization bonds, which would be issued “at par" for the amount sought by the eligible
banks, will have six different maturities, the finance ministry said in a gazette notification.

The government’s use of zero-coupon route comes despite concerns raised by the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) that such bonds are issued at a deep discount to the face value, and it is
difficult to ascertain their net present value.

Except Bank of India, the other three capital-starved lenders are under RBI’s prompt corrective
action (PCA) framework, restricting their lending and expansion plans.

“With the government deciding to infuse substantial capital in all the three public banks which
are under the PCA framework, we expect these banks to come out of PCA in FY2022. However,
given that the capital infusion is through zero-coupon recapitalization bonds, the earning profile
of these banks may not improve on account of this transaction as their capital position
improves," said Anil Gupta, vice-president, financial sector ratings, ICRA.

The zero-coupon bonds will save interest costs for the government, which has paid interest of
22,086.54 crore on bank recapitalization bonds in the last two financial years.

During FY19, the government had paid 5,800.55 crore as interest on bank recapitalization bonds
for pumping in capital to help them meet Basel-III norms.

Interest payments trebled to 16,285.99 crore the next year, as the PSBs have been holding
these papers.

In bank recapitalization, the government issues bonds to a public sector bank that needs capital.

The bank subscribes to the paper against which the government receives the money. The
money received goes towards the equity capital of the bank.

In all, the government has issued recapitalization bonds of about 2.5 trillion over the last three
financial years.
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THE UTTER ECONOMIC NECESSITY OF REFORMING
INDIA’S POWER SECTOR
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Effects of Liberalization on the economy, changes in industrial policy and

their effects on industrial growth incl. Economic Reforms

Incentivizing our states to reform the power sector is critical for the country’s banking regulator
to secure the health of banks

A new window has opened up for power sector reform with the final report of the 15th Finance
Commission (XVFC) for the five years 2021-22 to 2025-26. This recommendation is among
those accepted in the Action Taken Report (ATR), tabled by the government in Parliament along
with the report. State government borrowing is to be capped at 4% of state domestic product
(SDP) for the new fiscal year 2021-22, to be brought down to 3% in two years. In each of the
first four years, a borrowing additionality of 0.5% of SDP is on offer, conditional on power-sector
reform.

But there is a problem with that conditional provision. Not with the parameters, which are
carefully calibrated, and had already been broadly indicated in the XVFC interim report for 2020-
21, in order to give states preparation time of a year. The problem is that the XVFC has
introduced an entry-level requirement that all distribution companies (discoms) in the state must
have updated and audited accounts for the previous year (2021-22 alone is exempt).

By itself, that is an excellent qualifying condition. The problem is that most states would not
qualify. States unfortunately have an incentive to conceal the true financial picture of discoms.
States mandate free power for farmers, but do not pay the corresponding subsidy due to
discoms on time, or ever. Cost-covering tariffs recommended by power-sector regulators are not
always notified. Large consumers evade dues, and even state government departments, local
government panchayats and municipalities do not pay their power bills on time, or ever.

In this situation, it is vital that the Centre should play a proactive role in getting the Comptroller
and Auditor General (CAG), through its network of state auditors, to help discoms sort through
their tangled financial records, and bring them up-to-date. Unless such a help facility for states is
opened up, many states may not be able to access the additional borrowing even a year from
now, and the incentive might never become operational. The power sector will stay unreformed,
and remain a heavy albatross around the neck of the financial sector.

The Financial Stability Report (FSR) of June 2019, much after the reform period mandated by
the Ujjwal Discom Assurance Yojana (UDAY) initiated in December 2015, showed that the
power sector was ranked second from the top in terms of the stress threat it posed to the
banking sector. The power sector is defined to include, in addition to discoms, independent
power producers who were left in the lurch because discoms did not have the wherewithal to
purchase the power they had contracted to buy. Discoms engaged in supply cuts not because
there was no power being generated, but because they were unable to buy it. And why would
they want to do so, since on average they made a loss on every unit of power they supplied?

The latest FSR of January 2021 (No. 22 in the series) shows that the category ‘energy
infrastructure’ is still ranked second from the top by the same measure of stress (the impact on
the capital adequacy ratio of banks of a one-standard-deviation shock to the sector’s non-
performing assets ratio).
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Power sector reform is therefore of immense concern to the banking regulator, the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI). The entry level condition of audited accounts for past years cannot be
achieved quickly. The XVFC anticipated this and did make an exemption for 2021-22, but even a
year may not be enough given the mess in discom accounts. If an additional year were given,
that would be ideal. Parameters like average operating loss per unit of power supplied, could in
principle be judged even while the complete accounts are not ready in final audited form. This is
not the best thing to do, but is suggested here only because of the urgency to reform a sector
that is a drain on the country’s commercial banks.

During 2020-21, states were given additional borrowing rights of 2% of SDP as part of the
Atmanirbhar package, of which 1% became fully unconditional, and 1% was in four pieces of
0.25% each, conditional on specified reforms. One of the four was power-sector reform. The
Economic Survey reports no states having qualified for the power sector conditionality by 31
December 2020, while several had on the other three. By early March, seven states had
qualified.

Power sector reform targets are necessarily state-specific. The XVFC interim report prescribed
parameters, but not targets. The only targets visible in the public domain were those on the
ministry of power website for UDAY. From the spotty information available in the press on
targets and achievements of qualifying states, citing spokespersons, the new targets do not
seem aligned with those.

Fiscal year 2020-21 is now history. Going forward, the targets for the conditional component
should be as transparent as possible, so that the incentive operates the way it is meant to. Most
of all, RBI needs to be an actively consulted partner in the matter. Financial stability cannot be
ensured if there is continued failure to reform a real sector which is a never-ending source of
loan defaults.

Indira Rajaraman is an economist
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ATM: NO CARDS NEEDED. SCAN QR CODES ON UPI
APP AND WITHDRAW MONEY, HOW IT WORKS

Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Banking, NPAs and RBI

NCR Corporation, the maker of automated teller machines (ATMs) said that it has launched the
first interoperable cardless cash-withdrawal (ICCW) solution based on the Unified Payments
Interface (UPI) platform. City Union Bank has joined hands with NCR to install this new facility,
the lender said. The bank has already upgraded its 1,500 ATMs to allow QR code-based
interoperable cardless cash withdrawal facility.

"This a forward step from using UPI app on the mobile phone to any ATM but sans any cards,
Navroze Dastur, managing director for India and regional vice-president for South East Asia at
NCR Corporation, told PTI.

"We have partnered with NCR to deliver ICCW solution that will enable us to deliver this next-
generation solution to our customers which will allow them card-less cash withdrawal using UPI
QR code at our ATMs," N Kamakodi, managing director of City Union Bank told PTI.

How it works:

This new facility allows customers to withdraw cash using their mobile with any UPI enabled app
such as BHIM, Paytm, GPay etc. There is no need to swipe or carry card while visiting the UPI-
enabled ATMs. An user needs to scan the QR code on the screen and authorise cash
withdrawal through his or her mobile phone. To make the transactions more safe and secure,
the QR code will be changed constantly.

At present, the withdrawal limit is capped at 5,000. "Since it is UPI-based it does not need any
additional regulatory permission as it is an extension of the UPI app only," said Dastur.

"What we have done is that we upgraded the existing software to allow this mode of transaction
on existing ATMs of City Union Bank. There is no hardware upgrade or change," he mentioned.

Is it safe?

From a security perspective, this is the most secure facility yet given that since there is no need
to swipe the card leave alone carry the card physically, there is no way your card can be
skimmed for one, Dastur said. Secondly, since the traction is based on a dynamic QR code,
unlike in UPI App, there is no way that one can copy the QR code as with each transaction the
code changes, hence it is called dynamic QR code, he explained.

With this dynamic QR code-based interoperable cardless cash withdrawal facility, one can take
out money from any ATM of any bank if they are upgraded, he further added.

On future plans, Dastur said, NCR and National Payments Corporation (NPCI) are in final stage
of discussions with some public and private sector banks and a formal association with them will
be announced shortly.
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INDIA SHOWS ITS CLOUT TO THE WORLD WITH ITS
SECRET OIL 'WEAPON'

Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Infrastructure: Energy incl. Renewable & Non-renewable

Oil secretary Tarun Kapoor, the top bureaucrat in the ministry, told Reuters that India is asking
state refiners to jointly negotiate with oil producers to get better deals

When India's government last month asked refiners to speed up diversification and reduce
dependence on the Middle East - days after OPEC+ said it would maintain production cuts - it
sent a message about its clout and foreshadowed changes to the world's energy maps.

It was a move that had been in the works for years, fuelled by repeated comments from Indian
Oil Minister Dharmendra Pradhan, who in 2015 called oil purchases a "weapon" for his country.

When the Organisation of Oil Exporting Countries and Major Producers (OPEC+) extended the
production cuts into April, India unsheathed that weapon. Indian refiners plan to cut imports from
the Kingdom by about a quarter in May, sources told Reuters, dropping them to 10.8 million
barrels from monthly average of 14.7-14.8 million barrels.

Oil secretary Tarun Kapoor, the top bureaucrat in the ministry, told Reuters that India is asking
state refiners to jointly negotiate with oil producers to get better deals, but declined to comment
on plans to cut Saudi imports.

"India is a big market so sellers have to be mindful of our country's demand as well to keep the
long-term relationship intact," he said.

The Saudi state oil company Saudi Aramco and the Saudi energy ministry declined to comment.

Pradhan, who sees high oil prices as a threat to India's recovering economy, said he was
saddened by the OPEC+ decision. India's fuel import bill has rocketed, and fuel prices – inflated
by government taxes imposed last year - have hit records.

The International Energy Agency forecasts India's consumption to double and its oil import bill to
nearly triple from 2019 levels to more than $250 billion by 2040.

An oil ministry official, who declined to be named because of the sensitivity of the matter, said
the OPEC+ cuts have created uncertainty and made it difficult for refiners to plan for
procurement and price risk.

It also creates opportunities for companies in the Americas, Africa, Russia and elsewhere to fill
the gap.

If India is successful, it will set an example for other countries. As buyers see more affordable
choices and renewable energy becomes increasingly common, the influence of big producers
like Saudi Arabia could wane, altering geopolitics and trade routes.

DIVERSIFICATION DRIVE

India's oil demand has risen by 25% in the last seven years - more than any other major buyer -
and the country has surpassed Japan as the world's third-largest oil importer and consumer.

https://www.livemint.com/market/commodities/opec-shows-confidence-in-economic-recovery-with-oil-supply-hike-11617324886772.html
https://www.livemint.com/news/world/us-tells-saudi-arabia-to-keep-oil-prices-affordable-ahead-of-opec-meet-11617273224421.html
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The country has already curbed its reliance on the Middle East from more than 64% of imports
in 2016 to below 60% in 2019.

That trend reversed in 2020, however, when the pandemic pummelled fuel demand and forced
Indian refiners to make committed oil purchases from the Middle East under term contracts,
shunning spot purchases.

As India shifts gears again after Pradhan's call for faster diversification, refineries are looking for
new suppliers, the oil ministry official said.

Costly refinery upgrades that allow for the processing of cheaper, heavier oil grades have
encouraged importers to seek out far-flung sources. HPCL-Mittal Energy Ltd bought the
country's first cargo from Guyana this month, and Mangalore Refinery and Petrochemicals Ltd
just imported Brazilian Tupi crude for the first time.

In past years, refiners have jointly negotiated deals with sanctions-hit Iran, which offered free
shipping and price discounts, and now plan to do the same with other producers.

Since the break with Saudi Arabia began, Pradhan has had meetings with United Arab Emirates'
minister of state and chief executive of Abu Dhabi National Oil Co (ADNOC), Sultan Ahmed Al
Jaber, and U.S. energy secretary Jennifer Granholm to strengthen energy partnerships.

Pradhan recently said African nations could play a central role in India's oil diversification. The
country is looking at signing long-term oil supply deal with Guyana and exploring options to raise
imports from Russia, the oil ministry source said.

A separate Indian government source said the government expects Iranian sanctions to ease in
three to four months, potentially offering India a cheaper alternative to Saudi oil.

Two traders agreed that Iran stood a good chance to benefit from India's shift, as did Venezuela,
Kuwait and the United States. An Indian refinery source said the U.S., Africa, Kazakhstan's CPC
Blend and Russian oil would probably get a look too.

Although Indian importers will scoop up increasing volumes of attractively priced global grades,
most analysts expect the Middle East to remain India's primary oil supplier, mainly because of
lower shipping costs.

India's oil ministry is working with refiners on a framework to jointly negotiate terms with
suppliers.

"Buyers have alternatives in today's market and these alternatives are going to multiply going
forward," Kapoor said.

"There are so many companies in India that do buying at their own level, so these companies
coming together also becomes quite a big bloc."

On Thursday, Saudi Arabia and OPEC+ agreed after discussions with U.S. officials to ease oil
curbs beginning in May.

Saudi energy minister Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman conceded that the production cuts had put
state oil company Aramco "in some difficulty with some of its partners."

THE RELATIONSHIP
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Analysts say the oil spat does not need to spill over into broader strategic ties in other sectors,
including defence.

"Until recently, the balance of power was skewed towards Saudi Arabia, but increasingly, India
is using access to its market and the diversity of options to put pressure on Saudi Arabia,"
consultancy Eurasia said in a note. "For Saudi Arabia, losing market share in a global
environment in which most developed economies are already seeing their oil demand decline
due to green policy implementation, would be a blow."

Abdulaziz confirmed that Aramco had maintained normal April oil supplies to Indian refiners
while cutting volumes for other buyers - a sign Saudi Arabia is concerned about India's search
for new sources.

Saudi Arabia is India's fourth-biggest trade partner, importing a slew of items, including food.
Saudi Armaco is looking at buying a 20% stake in Reliance Industries' oil and chemicals
business. It is also a part of a joint venture to build a 1.2 million barrels per day refinery in India.

But Amitendu Palit, senior research fellow at National University of Singapore, said it would be
difficult for Saudi to find a stable alternative buyer if India continues with reduced purchases for
too long.

"This bilateral relationship should not be impacted due to any decisions on one commodity.
However in a global surplus, market buyers have a lot of negotiating power and sources," Palit
said.
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WHAT A HIKE IN FOREIGN EQUITY IN INSURANCE
MEANS

Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Mobilization of resources incl. Savings, Borrowings &
External Resources

The Rajya Sabha recently passed a Bill to raise the limit on foreign equity participation from 49%
to 74% in the insurance sector. Higher foreign equity participation will help insurers tide over
solvency-related issues, increase competition and efficiency. Mint explains.

The Rajya Sabha recently passed a Bill to raise the limit on foreign equity participation from 49%
to 74% in the insurance sector. Higher foreign equity participation will help insurers tide over
solvency-related issues, increase competition and efficiency. Mint explains.

What is the rationale behind such a Bill?

Raising the limit on foreign equity participation in insurance means the caveat that such firms
remain Indian-owned and controlled is now removed. This is expected to attract prominent
global insurers to set up shop in India, which will take care of liquidity pressures. It will also help
companies achieve growth and will strengthen their solvency ratio, increase insurance
penetration, give access to the best in class know-how and deepen product expertise. Besides,
the mandate to have a majority of key management as Indians and retaining a part of profits as
general reserve will ensure that checks and balances are in place.

What other gains could be drawn from this?

The Centre has been emphasizing on infrastructure development in a big way. The Union
budget saw an increased allocation of 137% in health infrastructure, and rolled out production
linked incentives, asset monetization and set up a Development Financial Institution to boost
infrastructure. Since break-even points in such projects are longer than 10 years, banks are
usually not too comfortable in funding them. However, insurance firms are locked with premium
money as policies are for a longer period. Hence, it is a practice to facilitate infrastructure
projects via insurance firms. Thus, it is key to attract FDI to drive the processWhat is the
significance of the hike from 49% to 74%?

Conservative thinkers fear that foreign-led insurance firm may prefer MNCs after mobilizing
premium from local people. That’s why the sector was restricted for foreign equity—until the
Centre opened up the industry to 26% FDI in 2000. The law states that any conflicting resolution
can be blocked by minority shareholders too if they have at least 26% equity control.

What is the significance of the hike from 49% to 74%?

Conservative thinkers fear that foreign-led insurance firm may prefer MNCs after mobilizing
premium from local people. That’s why the sector was restricted for foreign equity—until the
Centre opened up the industry to 26% FDI in 2000. The law states that any conflicting resolution
can be blocked by minority shareholders too if they have at least 26% equity control.

What do the current insurance metrics say?

Against the backdrop of pandemic and with insurance penetration in India being at 3.76% as
against a world average of 7.23%, an increase in insurance penetration is key. Foreign equity
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participation in the sector was permitted up to 26% in 2000 and hiked to 49% in 2015. Post-
2015, around 26,000 crore has come in as FDI in the sector and assets under management
have grown by 76%. As of March 2019, FDI stands at 30% for 21 non-life private insurers,
35.5% for 23 private life insurers and 31.7% for seven specialized health insurers.

What would be the impact on economy?

An increase in FDI limit to 74% in the industry will help supplement domestic long-term capital,
technology and skills needed for growth along with increasing insurance penetration and health
protection. It will boost businesses and stabilize currency exchange rate. Higher foreign capital
inflows will provide firms the impetus to scale up and build digital capabilities. It will accelerate
jobs and ensure that insurance cover reaches the last mile.

Jagadish Shettigar and Pooja Misra are faculty members at BIMTECH.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-04-06

FARM UNIONS PROTEST FCI’S DIRECT PAYMENT
ORDERS

Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Agriculture Issues and related constraints

Recent orders from the Food Corporation of India (FCI) have led to a new flashpoint in the
ongoing farmers protests, with farm unions warning that the Centre’s insistence on direct
payment and tenancy documentation could derail the crop procurement process.

On Monday, farm unions affiliated to the Samyukt Kisan Morcha protested outside the FCI
offices in Punjab and Haryana, as well as some locations in other States such as Andhra
Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and Rajasthan. Declaring it as FCI Bachao Divas (or Save FCI Day),
farmers demanded an immediate withdrawal of the recent orders.

“The government should roll back the provision of direct payment to the bank account.
Implementing it in haste can lead to many complex problems that will exclude so many farmers
from getting their price of the crop,” said an SKM letter to the Ministry of Food and Consumer
Affairs. The FCI has insisted that direct payment to farmers’ bank accounts, bypassing the
powerful arhatiyas or commission agents, will lead to greater transparency and accountability.
Since arhatiyas play a key role in the Punjab and Haryana farm ecosystem by providing farm
loans, the move has been opposed by a large section of farmers, as well as the Punjab
government.

Another FCI order stipulates that tenant farmers and sharecroppers must produce a jamabandhi,
or legal agreement proving that they have the right to till leased land, in order to get paid for
procured crops. Thousands of sharecroppers do not have such agreements and will be hit hard
by this move. SKM is demanding that this order be withdrawn as well.

The FCI’s fresh proposals to tighten quality requirements for wheat and paddy procurement from
the next marketing season are also being opposed.

At a broader level, farmers connected their issues with the FCI with their existing demands to
repeal the farm laws and enact a legal guarantee for procurement of all crops and minimum
support prices.

‘Private control’

“The Acts will increase control of the private sector in food grains storage, cold storage, food
processing and marketing,” said the All India Kisan Sabha, in a letter addressed to the PM.

“Ultimately the government plans to wind up subsidised food distribution under [the Public
Distribution System] and reduce it to a cash transfer scheme under pressure from the [World
Trade Organisation] and imperialist countries like the U.S.A. It also plans to sell off the FCI
warehouses to the private sector to pay off the debts,” it added, accusing the Centre of reducing
the FCI’s budget and procurement centres in recent years.
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Source : www.pib.gov.in Date : 2021-04-06

GOVERNMENT MEASURES INCREASE FDI INFLOWS IN
THE COUNTRY;
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Foreign Capital, Foreign Trade

& BOP

The Measures taken by the Government on the fronts of FDI policy reforms, investment
facilitation and ease of doing business have resulted in increased FDI inflows into the country
as India has attracted total FDI inflow of US$ 72.12 billion during April to January, 2021. It is
the highest ever for the first ten months of a financial year and 15% higher as compared to
the first ten months of 2019-20 (US$ 62.72 billion).

The trends show that the FDI equity inflow grew by 28% in the first ten months of F.Y. 2020-
21 (US$ 54.18 billion) compared to the year ago period (US$ 42.34 billion).In terms of top
investor countries, ‘Singapore’ is at the apex with 30.28% of the total FDI Equity inflow
followed by U.S.A (24.28%) and UAE (7.31%) for the first ten months of the current financial
year 2020-21.

Japan has been leading the list of investor countries to invest in India with 29.09% of the total
FDI Equity inflows during January, 2021, followed by Singapore (25.46%) and the U.S.A.
(12.06%).

The Computer Software & Hardware has emerged as the top sector during the first ten
months of F.Y. 2020-21 with 45.81% of the total FDI Equity inflow followed by Construction
(Infrastructure) Activities (13.37%) and Services Sector (7.80%) respectively.

As per the trends shown during the month of January, 2021, the consultancy services
emerged as the top sector with 21.80% of the total FDI Equity inflow followed by Computer
Software & Hardware (15.96%) and Service Sector (13.64%).

These trends in India’s Foreign Direct Investment are an endorsement of its status as a
preferred investment destination amongst global investors

*****

YB/SS

The Measures taken by the Government on the fronts of FDI policy reforms, investment
facilitation and ease of doing business have resulted in increased FDI inflows into the country
as India has attracted total FDI inflow of US$ 72.12 billion during April to January, 2021. It is
the highest ever for the first ten months of a financial year and 15% higher as compared to
the first ten months of 2019-20 (US$ 62.72 billion).

The trends show that the FDI equity inflow grew by 28% in the first ten months of F.Y. 2020-
21 (US$ 54.18 billion) compared to the year ago period (US$ 42.34 billion).In terms of top
investor countries, ‘Singapore’ is at the apex with 30.28% of the total FDI Equity inflow
followed by U.S.A (24.28%) and UAE (7.31%) for the first ten months of the current financial
year 2020-21.

Japan has been leading the list of investor countries to invest in India with 29.09% of the total
FDI Equity inflows during January, 2021, followed by Singapore (25.46%) and the U.S.A.
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(12.06%).

The Computer Software & Hardware has emerged as the top sector during the first ten
months of F.Y. 2020-21 with 45.81% of the total FDI Equity inflow followed by Construction
(Infrastructure) Activities (13.37%) and Services Sector (7.80%) respectively.

As per the trends shown during the month of January, 2021, the consultancy services
emerged as the top sector with 21.80% of the total FDI Equity inflow followed by Computer
Software & Hardware (15.96%) and Service Sector (13.64%).

These trends in India’s Foreign Direct Investment are an endorsement of its status as a
preferred investment destination amongst global investors
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2021-04-07

PRE-PACK SCHEME MAY NOT DRAW MUCH
INTEREST: BANKERS

Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Industry & Services Sector
incl. MSMEs and PSUs

Pre-pack will be one tool to handle stress. It will be selectively used and may not bring many
cases, says a banker

MUMBAI : A day after the government introduced the ordinance for pre-packaged insolvency
resolution for micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs), lenders said that they do not
expect a flurry of MSMEs approaching banks for resolution under this arrangement.

Only a few MSMEs had requested for this covid restructuring scheme as additional liquidity was
available under different government schemes, lenders said.

“Lenders have got used to handling stress in multiple ways. Use of mechanisms such as
restructuring for MSMEs, covid-19 restructuring, liberalized working capital assessment, and
guaranteed emergency line of credit (GECL), have been more pronounced in the last one year.
So, prepack will be one of the tools and is not going to be the only tool. Hence the use will be
selective and it is unlikely to generate a flurry of cases," said J. Swaminathan, managing
director, State Bank of India.

Pre-packs are a form of restructuring that allow creditors and debtors to work on an informal
plan and then submit it for approval. The incumbent management typically retains control until
the final deal.

The minimum amount of default for initiation of corporate insolvency resolution process is 1
crore and applications for initiation of corporate insolvency resolution process will remain
suspended in case of defaults arising from 25 March 2020.

Bankers say that the success of the pre-pack scheme will depend on the fresh equity infusion by
promoters.

Earlier restructuring cases done through the Board for Industrial and Financial Reconstruction
(BIFR) or corporate debt restructuring (CDR) failed on account of promoters failing to infuse
fresh equity.

In the wake of covid-19, both the government and the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) had
introduced several schemes to help the MSME sector.

RBI had extended an existing scheme for a one-time restructuring of loans given to stressed
small firms. Under this, borrowers who were in default but classified as standard as on 1 March
could opt for this loan restructuring by 31 March 2021.

RBI had also allowed the extension of an interest subvention scheme, which provides an interest
relief of 2% per annum to eligible MSMEs on their outstanding fresh/ incremental term
loan/working capital during the period of its validity.
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2021-04-07

THE DARK SIDE OF INDIA’S SOLAR GAMBLE
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Infrastructure: Energy incl. Renewable & Non-renewable

SINGAPORE/CHENNAI : In December, news reports indicated that the ministry of new and
renewable energy had proposed a 20% basic customs duty (BCD) on solar module and cell
imports. Fast forward three months, that has gone up to a proposed duty of 40% on solar photo-
voltaic (PV) modules and 25% on solar photo-voltaic cells from April 2022. There is an existing
safeguard duty which was first imposed in 2018. That is expiring in July.

One of the usual objections, i.e. that India’s duties can be contested in the World Trade
Organisation (WTO), is easily addressed. WTO takes a long time to adjudicate. The judgements
can be appealed. Both the Trump and the Biden administrations in the US have refused to
appoint appellate judges to the WTO. Of course, the flip side is that it means that India’s import
duties can be met with export duties on the part of China.

Therefore, the touchstone for the proposed BCD on solar panels and cells is not ideology but
efficacy. Are there enabling conditions for industry to respond? And will the BCD need to be
supplemented with other measures to enhance the chances of its success in spurring domestic
capacity creation in solar manufacturing?

Chinese dominance

When it comes to making solar panels, there are modules, cells, ingots and wafer and
polysilicon—in the reverse order of ‘finished’ to ‘raw material’. According to a 2017 World
Intellectual Property Organisation working paper, China’s share of global manufacturing capacity
in the different segments of solar energy generation was 81% in ingots, 84% in wafers, 66% in
crystalline photovoltaic (PV) cells and 82% in crystalline PV modules. But these data were as of
2012. A more recent article published in The American Prospect (24 March 2021) puts the
numbers at 95%, 99%, 80% and 75%, respectively. Further, it adds that China’s share in solar-
grade polysilicon capacity at 64%. In fact, the industry is now moving from multi-crystalline
silicon to monocrystalline silicon and the technology required to produce mono ingots and
wafers is both sophisticated and capital intensive.

If the intent of the proposed BCD is to help Indian manufacturers develop capability in modules
and cell manufacturing, the near-total reliance on China for the inputs that go into the production
of cells and modules raises doubts over that possibility. China can retaliate by imposing export
duties on the export of ingots and wafers and polysilicon. It is also possible for Chinese
manufacturers to relocate to other countries which are not affected by the duty and export to
India from those countries.

While, in principle, it makes sense to raise duties on ‘finished’ goods rather than on intermediate
or basic inputs, it is important to remember two things: first is that one industry’s finished good is
another industry’s input. Steel is a good example. It may be a finished good, but it is also an
important input in the manufacture of automobiles. We must also keep in mind the ability of other
countries to retaliate.

So, if the purpose of the proposed duty is to ‘Make in India’ such that India’s renewable energy
ambitions and targets are realised through indigenously made photovoltaic solar panels, then, it
is imperative to take into account China’s dominance and examine the record of the domestic
industry in delivering on expectations in the past.
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Low ambitions and quality

Take the specialised glass used in solar panels, for instance. It is made by Borosil in India but
cannot meet the required domestic demand. It is the same for specialised plastics which are
required to complete the electric circuitry for the panels, where existing capacity is insufficient to
meet demand. That needs to be imported as well.

Perhaps the biggest challenge for many solar power producers in India is that energy efficiency
of Indian-made PV cells is less than what is claimed, leading to the actual cost of power
generation being higher than what it ought to be. There are reports that some manufacturers
falsely label their 380W cells as 400W because there are no government entities to ensure the
quality of these cells. This lack of quality control undermines power generator’s ability to deliver
cheap solar power. Naturally, the result is that the financial viability of solar power producers
comes under strain.

Solar Energy Corporation of India (SECI)’s manufacturing-linked solar tender was, in effect, the
government’s attempt to link manufacturing with the permit to develop solar parks at pre-
determined tariffs. The idea that solar energy developers will also have the capability and
interest in manufacturing was flawed and, therefore, the tender faced many obstacles, twists,
turns, and multiple deadline extensions.

SECI has also amended various clauses of this tender to make it appealing for the interested
developers. Initially, the idea was to have the solar energy sale linked to complete value chain
manufacturing but, in the end, it seems it has also been limited to cells and modules only. China
has huge global ambitions in almost every sector and has an artificially engineered lower cost of
capital to finance such ambitions.

Almost 75% of India’s solar power capacity is built on Chinese solar cells, and modules. India’s
solar cell manufacturing capacity stands at 3GW and for modules it is 5GW, whereas the
country’s solar power generation capacity stands at 32GW. India adds about a gigawatt of solar
power generation capacity every year. There needs to be another way to go about it.

One of us wrote in 2014 to the power ministry that India could become a world leader in the
manufacture of ingots and wafers. The manufacturing of ingots requires high purity silicon and
good quality electrical power. The skills and knowhow required are metallurgy and material
science. The skillsets too are available in the country in both industry (steel and aluminium) and
in the academia. In fact, the department of science and technology has installed a crystal growth
centre in Anna University in Chennai. When wafers are manufactured in India, the cell and panel
(module) manufacturing capacity that is already available can be expanded. Much of what was
written, nearly seven years ago, is still relevant.

In the United States, there has been a favourable investment response to its government’s
efforts to achieve self-sufficiency in solar manufacturing. According to The American Prospect
piece cited earlier, “The tariffs that the Trump administration placed on foreign solar modules
motivated three foreign producers (Hanwha Q Cells, Jinko, and LG) to open US module plants in
response to the tariffs."

The article also notes that the ultra-low-carbon solar alliance launched in October 2020 with the
goal of increasing the market demand for solar panels manufactured with low embedded carbon
is talking to federal and state agencies to institute a purchase preference for PV modules with an
ecolabel. This will favour US and European producers since China-made cells and modules
come from plants that are coal-fired. Therein lies another clue for India.

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjNsuXDi-rvAhVVyzgGHXvzDnoQFjAAegQIBBAD&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.livemint.com%2Ftopic%2Fsolar-energy-corporation-of-india&usg=AOvVaw3i9VLoOurFYVKtUogWnsqF
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Ultimately, the big question for India is whether the industry will respond to the government’s
proposed window of protection with a ramp up in investment and quality of production.
Technology in solar power generation is evolving rapidly and is becoming ever more capital
intensive. The hope is that, with lower corporate taxes and with the offer of even lower tax rates
on the table for production that commences before 2023, the Indian corporate sector will step up
to the plate and respond with enhanced rates of fixed capital formation. If it does not, the
government may have to reassess the overall costs and benefits of its protectionist policy.

Here, it is encouraging to note that Borosil glass will be doubling its solar panel glass
manufacturing capacity to 900 tonnes per day and that the enhanced capacity would be
available by April 2022. One of the reasons behind the capacity addition—coming at a cost of
500 crores—is that Borosil glass is protected by the anti-dumping duty.

The ‘me first’ virus

Pursuing an active industrial policy, per se, is not wrong. Many countries have done that in the
past. Further, ‘me first’ attitudes and policies are making a definite comeback. The European
Union (EU) is practising vaccine nationalism openly by restricting the export of vaccines
produced in EU territory.

However, in an industry that involves sophisticated technology, which is also rapidly evolving,
the specialised domain knowledge that is required and that is expected of policymakers to
pursue and implement an active industrial policy have grown manifold. With discretion comes
the risk of policy capture.

Once the industry realises that the government is inclined towards supporting enhancement of
domestic manufacturing capabilities, demands will proliferate, and the bureaucracy may not
have the time, skill or experience that is required to make informed decisions that can assess
costs and benefits for the nation. Setting up a benchmark to assess such costs and benefits is
rather difficult.

While it is sound, in principle, to extend protection in return for performance, setting up
performance criteria for the industry to meet and choosing relevant and realistic time horizons
for its delivery are not easy. Additional factors such as the cost of capital and evolution of
technology have a substantial bearing on the outcomes. In the end, the country may be left with
protection with no commensurate domestic capability acquisition as a payoff to show for it. This
will be the worst of both worlds, as consumers pay more, producers do not produce, and
government policy fails.

Keeping these considerations in mind, we make some suggestions on how the government can
provide a window of opportunity for the domestic industry to expand solar manufacturing
capacity without jeopardising its renewable energy goals.

A tangible support that the government can offer is through the provision of public goods at least
in select industrial areas. These are in the form of state-provided worker housing, power backup
systems and environmental management systems. Full operating cost recovery takes place but
only on actual use basis. The capital costs are incurred by the state /industrial area authority.
Bank loans are secured by escrows on rentals and become self-liquidating. Loan tenures are
long dated.

The net impact is that while the project investment cost reduces very sharply, there is no
immediate fiscal burden on the state. This, however, requires that the industrial area authority be
a state enterprise but functions as a pure non-profit service provider. The signalling generated
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by this support system may be as effective as, if not more than, the protection envisaged
through customs duties.

Indeed, a World Bank blog post from November 2010 points out that the ‘plug-and-play’ facilities
made available in Chinese industrial zones “played a critical role in facilitating the growth of
Chinese SMEs from family operations to global powerhouses, avoiding the ‘missing middle’
problems that other countries still face."

In the final analysis, the best protection that the government can offer to Indian businesses is to
lower the cost of operating or doing business in India. India’s Licensing, Inspection and
Compliance (LIC) regime at all levels of the government—local, states and federal—is intricate,
time-consuming and costly without a clear sense of the benefit derived from maintaining such a
system. Small businesses have neither the financial nor manpower resources to comply with the
LIC Raj. Once these are simplified, there will be a huge unlocking of domestic production and
costs at all levels of production will come down. India will have ushered in an era of self-
sufficiency blended with competitiveness.

The government is keen on technology innovation as a formula for growth and competitiveness.
Unless there is a large manufacturing capability, there will be no innovation. Considering that in
the early-2000s India had a capacity for solar modules manufacturing that was larger than
China, the onus is on the industry to target at least 30% of the entire solar energy value chain to
be ‘made in India’ in the next 5 years. That is a reasonable expectation and will be a creditable
achievement for starters.

V. Anantha Nageswaran is a member of the PM’s Economic Advisory Council and Venugopal
Ramakrishnan is the promoter of TORP Systems, a Chennai-based rooftop solar integrator.
These are the authors’ personal views.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-04-08

INCENTIVES FOR SOLAR ENERGY SECTOR
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Infrastructure: Energy incl. Renewable & Non-renewable

Renewable resource:India has been largely dependent on imports for solar photovoltaic
modules so far.Reuters  

The Union Cabinet on Wednesday approved two production-linked incentive schemes for white
goods (air-conditioners and LED lights) and high-efficiency solar photovoltaic modules.

The Cabinet, at a meeting chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi, took another step towards
the vision of “Atmanirbhar Bharat” (self-reliant India) with the approval for the Rs. 6,238-crore
PLI scheme for air-conditioners and LEDs, a government statement said.

“The prime objective of the PLI scheme is to make manufacturing in India globally competitive by
removing sectoral disabilities, creating economies of scale and ensuring efficiencies. It is
designed to create complete component ecosystem in India and make India an integral part of
the global supply chains,” the government said.

White goods

The scheme would extend an incentive of 4% to 6% on incremental sales of goods made in
India for five years. The statement said the scheme was estimated to lead to incremental
investment of Rs. 7,920 crore over five years and lead to production worth Rs. 1.68 lakh crore,
as well as lead to 4 lakh jobs.

The Cabinet also approved a proposal of the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy for a PLI
scheme for high efficiency solar PV modules with an outlay of Rs. 4,500 crore.

“Solar capacity addition presently depends largely upon imported solar PV cells and modules as
the domestic manufacturing industry has limited operational capacities of solar PV cells and
modules. The National Programme on High Efficiency Solar PV Modules will reduce import
dependence in a strategic sector like electricity. It will also support the Atmanirbhar Bharat
initiative,” the government said.

The scheme was expected to lead to 10,000 MW of additional capacity of solar PV plants and
investment of around Rs. 17,200 crore in solar PV manufacturing projects, it said.

The scheme would lead to direct employment of 30,000 people and indirect jobs to 1.2 lakh.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-04-09

PLOUGH TO PLATE, HAND HELD BY THE INDIAN
STATE

Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Agriculture Issues and related constraints

For at least four decades now, economic policy making globally has dogmatically adhered to the
notion that a progressively reduced role of the state would automatically deliver greater
economic growth and welfare to the people. Since reform, by definition, is taken to mean only
one thing, sector after sector is compulsively sought to be moved in this direction, even if
overwhelming evidence, over many years from all over the world, indicates that it is the state
that has played the leading role in provisioning the most critical aspects of life: water, sanitation,
education, health, food and nutrition. There are very specific characteristics of agriculture, as
also crucial elements of the socio-historical context, which imply that the Indian state must
continue to intervene in multiple markets, and make critical investments, to ensure the welfare of
both farmers and consumers.

Due to a variety of limiting factors, from uncertainties of the weather to soil fertility and water
availability, increasing returns to scale are very difficult to achieve in farming. This underscores
the need for the right kind of public investment in agriculture. Again, economies of scale allow
producers in industry to make profits by cutting unit costs, even as prices fall, while those who
fail to make the cut, get eliminated from competition. But in agriculture, members of the family
can be drafted to work on the family’s farm, as also in other farm and non-farm work. This
phenomenon is quite widespread in India today: of the nine crore rural families who draw their
main income from unskilled manual labour, four crore are small and marginal farmers. Through
overwork and self-exploitation, peasant farmers are able to cling on to their land.

Again, production processes in agriculture cannot be organised in an assembly line; they need
to begin at the appropriate phase of the climatic annual cycle. This means that all farmers
harvest their crop at the very same time; 86% of India’s farmers are ‘small and marginal’, too
poor to afford warehousing facilities and are, therefore, compelled to bring their harvest to the
market at around the same time. Since demand for food crops is typically price inelastic, during
a bumper crop, while prices fall, the resulting rise in demand is not enough to salvage farmer
incomes. Correspondingly, for poor consumers, unregulated markets for foodgrains mean that
during a drought they either starve or get pauperised, being forced to buy very expensive
commodities, conveniently hoarded up by traders.

These traders double up as moneylenders and the operation of a deeply exploitative grid of
interlocked markets afflicts most farmers. In the credit market, usurious interest rates (often as
high as 60%-120% per annum) create a debt trap from which it is virtually impossible to escape.
The repayments due are ‘adjusted’ through exploitative practices in the input, output, labour and
land-lease markets. The moneylender combines the roles of input supplier, crop buyer, labour
employer and land lessor. This interlocked grid works in tandem with the oppressive caste
system, with the poorer, ‘lower’ caste farmers, facing a cumulative and cascading spiral of
expropriation. All the above reasons provide a strong case for state intervention in multiple
agricultural markets.

The Food Corporation of India and the Agricultural Prices Commission (Commission for
Agricultural Costs and Prices, or CACP since 1985) were set up in 1965. The idea was that as
farm output rises with the Green Revolution, farmers are assured that their surplus would be
bought by the government at a price high enough to leave them a margin. The crops procured
were then made available to consumers at subsidised rates through the Public Distribution
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System (PDS). Thus, government intervention protected farmers during bumper crops and
dipped into the buffer stock to protect consumers during droughts. This is how India got its much
vaunted food security over the past several decades.

However, the Green Revolution also sowed the seeds of its own destruction. More than 300,000
farmers have committed suicide in the last 30 years, a phenomenon completely unprecedented
in Indian history. There is growing evidence of a steady decline in water tables and water quality.
The yield response to application of increasingly expensive chemical inputs is falling, which has
meant higher costs of cultivation, without a corresponding rise in output. Around 90% of India’s
water is consumed in farming, and of this, 80% is used up by rice, wheat and sugarcane.
Farmers continue to grow these water-intensive crops even in water-short regions primarily
because of an assured market — for rice and wheat in the form of public procurement, which still
covers only a very low proportion of India’s crops, regions and farmers.

Thus, we need to greatly expand the basket of public procurement to include more crops, more
regions and more farmers. If done right, this single reform would secure multiple win-wins:
higher and more sustainable farmer incomes, greater water security and better consumer health.
Procurement must be local and follow the logic of regional agro-ecology. Huge volumes of water
could be saved if cropping patterns are diversified to include a variety of millets (rightly called
‘nutri-cereals’ now), pulses and oilseeds.

To incentivise farmers to make this change, governments must include them in procurement
operations. A useful benchmark could be 25% of the actual production of the commodity for that
particular season (to be expanded up to 40%, if the commodity is part of the PDS), as proposed
under the 2018 Pradhan Mantri Annadata Aay SanraksHan Abhiyan (PM-AASHA) scheme.

Government procured just 3% of pulses, seeds targeted under PM-AASHA scheme

The locally procured crops should then be incorporated into anganwadi supplementary nutrition
and school mid-day meal programmes. This would mean a large and steady market for farmers,
while also making a huge contribution to tackling India’s twin syndemic of malnutrition and
diabetes, since these crops have a much lower glycemic index, while providing higher content of
dietary fibre, vitamins, minerals, protein and antioxidants. Public investment in specific
infrastructure required for millets and pulses, especially those grown through natural farming,
would also help expand their cultivation.

India has a network of 2,477 mandis and 4,843 sub-mandis to safeguard farmers from
exploitation by large retailers. This network needs to be greatly expanded as today, only 17% of
farm produce passes through mandis. To provide farmers access within a radius of five
kilometres, India needs 42,000 mandis, which are also in need of urgent reform. Rather than
moving in the direction of weakening or dismantling mandis, we need to make their functioning
more transparent and farmer-friendly.

Ever since the Second Five Year Plan initiated in 1956, the central plank of Indian economic
policy has been to get people off the land and move them into industry and urban areas.
However, even after all these efforts, the United Nations estimates that in the year 2050, around
800 million people will continue to live in rural India. Given this unique Indian demographic
transition, agriculture will need to be greatly strengthened, especially bearing in mind the
complete nightmare our urban metropolises are, for current and future migrants. In a context
characterised by grave and growing inequalities, as also a historically skewed balance of power,
no reform can succeed that does not strengthen the weak and the excluded. Agriculture can
only be reformed by radically enhanced state capacities and qualitatively better regulatory
oversight, rather than by opening up spaces for more predatory action by those already

https://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/cabinet-committee-clears-new-procurement-policy/article24937883.ece
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entrenched in positions of overwhelming power in the economy.

Mihir Shah is Distinguished Professor, Shiv Nadar University
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CENTRE TO CERTIFY SHRIMP FARMS
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Food processing and related industries in India: scope and significance,

location, upstream and downstream requirements and supply chain management

Big catch:India exported frozen shrimp estimated at almost $5 billion in 2019-20.  

To bolster confidence in India’s frozen shrimp produce, the country’s biggest seafood export
item, the Centre has kicked off a new scheme to certify hatcheries and farms that adopt good
aquaculture practices.

India exported frozen shrimp worth almost $5 billion in 2019-20 to the U.S. and China — its
biggest buyers. But a combination of factors had hurt export volumes in recent months, including
container shortages and incidents of seafood consignments being rejected because of food
safety concerns.

“We have seen some recent consignments sourced from Indian shrimp farms being rejected due
to the presence of antibiotic residue and this is a matter of concern for exporters,” a Commerce
Ministry official said.

The Marine Products Exports Development Authority (MPEDA) has developed a certification
scheme for aquaculture products called Shaphari , a Sanksrit word that means superior quality
of fishery products suitable for human consumption.

“We already have a National Residue Control Programme for food safety issues in farm produce
and pre-harvest testing system in place, but this certification was proposed as a market-based
tool for hatcheries to adopt good aquaculture practices and help produce quality antibiotic-free
shrimp products to assure global consumers,” the official said.

Frozen shrimp is India’s largest exported seafood item. It constituted 50.58% in quantity and
73.2% in terms of total U.S. dollar earnings from the sector during 2019-20. Andhra Pradesh,
West Bengal, Odisha, Gujarat and Tamil Nadu are the major shrimp producing States, and
around 95% of the cultured shrimp produce is exported.

“Overall, certified aquaculture products will help exporters to export their consignments to
markets under stringent food safety regulations without the fear of getting rejected,” the official
explained.

The Shaphari scheme is based on the United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization’s
technical guidelines on aquaculture certification and will have two components — certifying
hatcheries for the quality of their seeds and, separately, approving shrimp farms that adopt the
requisite good practices.

The certification of hatcheries will help farmers easily identify good quality seed producers.
Those who successfully clear multiple audits of their operations shall be granted a certificate for
a period of two years.

“The entire certification process will be online to minimise human errors and ensure higher
credibility and transparency,” the official said, adding that the guidelines for certification of farms
are under preparation in consultation with stakeholders.
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Source : www.livemint.com Date : 2021-04-13

SEBI PENALIZES YES BANK IN BONDS CASE
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Inflation & Monetary Policy

The bank will appeal against the order before the Securities Appellate Tribunal, it said in a
regulatory filing

MUMBAI : The Securities and Exchange Board of India, on Monday imposed a fine of 25 crore
on Yes Bank in the additional tier 1 bonds (AT1) misselling case. It has also penalized former
head of the bank's private wealth management team Vivek Kanwar with a fine of 1 crore, and
two other former executives, Ashish Nasa and Jasjit Singh Banga, with a fine of 50 lakh each.

The bank will appeal against the order before the Securities Appellate Tribunal (SAT), it said in a
regulatory filing.

Sebi had conducted a probe into the allegations of misselling of AT1 bonds after receiving
complaints from investors to ascertain whether there was any violation of rules. Subsequently, it
had issued an adjudication show cause notice to Yes Bank Ltd, its former promoter Rana
Kapoor, Kanwar, Nasa and Banga.

“Sebi observed that the noticees had facilitated selling of AT1 bonds of Yes Bank from
institutional investors to individual investors. It was alleged that during the process of selling
bonds, individual investors weren’t informed about all the risks involved in subscription of AT1
bonds," Sebi said in its order.

The market regulator found that Yes Bank had misrepresented the product as a ‘Super FD’ and
‘as safe as an FD’. The term sheet was also not shared with many investors and no confirmation
was taken from the customers on their understanding of the product’s features and the risks
associated with the bond.

Sebi said Yes Bank had also failed to conduct risk profiling of individual clients, especially senior
citizens aged 70,80 and 90 years. There was a push from the chief executive of the bank to
down sell AT1 bonds which led the private wealth management team to recklessly sell the bonds
to individual investors, it added.

Last month, the Bombay high court had granted time to the Reserve Bank and Sebi to file their
responses to a petition filed by individual holders of Yes Bank AT1 bonds.

The bondholders, who had approached the court in February under the banner of the AT1
Bondholders Association, claimed that the sale of bonds was illegal and urged the court to direct
Yes Bank to deposit 160 crore in the court, pending a decision in the case.

On 13 March 2020, the government had approved a rescue plan for Yes Bank, backed by the
SBI, ICICI Bank, HDFC, Kotak Mahindra Bank, Bandhan Bank, Federal Bank and IDFC First
bank, which infused 10,000 crore in Yes Bank.
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THE SILENT RISE OF INDIA’S PRIVATE PORTS
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Infrastructure: Ports & Waterways

MUMBAI : In August 2020, Karan Adani, chief executive officer of Adani Ports and Special
Economic Zone (APSEZ) and scion to the Adani group, informed stock analysts on an earnings
call that his flagship port—Mundra, in the gulf of Kutch—had become the busiest port in the
country.

After nipping at the heels of its closest competitor for container traffic, JNPT (Jawaharlal Nehru
Port Trust) at Navi Mumbai, for the last few years, Mundra finally pulled ahead in the first quarter
of FY21, staging a faster recovery from the covid slump than the central government controlled
JNPT could.

Since then, Mundra has repeated this feat every subsequent month, consistently widening the
gap in container volumes between itself and JNPT. At the end of FY21, 7.22 million TEUs
(twenty-foot equivalent units, a measure of container cargo capacity) had passed through
Mundra, 16% higher than the previous year. In contrast, JNPT handled 4.68 million TEUs, a 7%
year-on-year decline.

Adani’s Mundra port is the starkest example of a silent shift in cargo traffic growth from
government-run to private ports. This rebalancing comes at a crucial moment: India has
announced a slew of production-linked incentive (PLI) schemes which are expected to give a
boost to exports as well as the import of intermediate goods. The big-ticket goal of doubling
India’s gross domestic product (GDP) is also not possible without a significant ramp up in
exports. Thus, if things go according to plan, private ports are uniquely placed to reap a windfall.
And one entity stands to benefit more than anyone else: the Adani Group.

India’s port ecosystem is broadly divided into 12 major ports (controlled by the central
government via the ministry of ports, shipping and waterways), a handful that are run as public-
private partnerships, and countless minor ports, owned privately or by state governments, which
dot the country’s 7,500-km long coastline. It is in these smaller, nimbler minor ports that much of
the action lies. And the Adani Group has managed—in the span of just a few years—to corner
nearly half of India’s minor ports capacity.

The 12 major ports together handle about 55% of India’s cargo every year. However,
incremental traffic growth at private ports is happening twice as fast as at these traditional
strongholds. Abhishek Nigam, associate director at India Ratings and Research, estimates that
over the last five years, volume growth at major ports has been at 0.6 times of real GDP while
private ports have grown at 1.3-1.4 times of GDP. He has forecast an 8% y-on-y growth rate in
cargo volumes in FY22, led chiefly by private ports.

“Private ports are cannibalising traffic away from major ports," Nigam told Mint. “Private
operators offer more mechanisation, faster turnaround times and better rail and road
connectivity to the hinterland, so customers can evacuate cargo quickly. Major ports take as
long as 23 hours sometimes to process imports and up to 77 hours for exports. Private port
operators are able to turn around both at under 10 hours."

The slow pace of cargo movement has made India among the most expensive within its global
peer group in logistics costs, which comes in at 13% of our GDP against an average of 7-8% in
developed countries. This disparity is one of the reasons why India lost its historical advantage
as a trading outpost. According to the World Bank’s logistics performance index 2018, India
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ranked number 44, compared to China’s 26 and 14 for the US. While road and rail speeds for
freight are comparable with global averages, the average turnaround time for freight at Indian
ports is 12 times slower than world leaders like Hong Kong and Singapore. An Indian port, on
average, takes 84 hours to move export/import cargo, against the global hub average of seven
hours. In that difference of 77 hours lies opportunity. And private players—like Adani—have
begun to diligently chase it.

Maritime dreams

Although current capacity utilisation at Indian ports hovers at just around the 60% mark—having
been weighed down by a multi-year economic slump and a post-covid fall in demand—the
government expects this trend to reverse soon. The Centre’s 1.7 trillion PLI scheme across 10
sectors is expected to boost the export competitiveness of India’s manufactured goods. When
this comes to fruition, India’s ports need to be able to move cargo faster.

To this end, the ministry of shipping unveiled a 10-year blueprint for growth last November to
modernize port management, lower costs for users and offer access to low-cost funding. Last
month, Prime Minister Narendra Modi said India hoped to invest $82 billion ( 6 trillion) in port
projects by 2035 to raise the share of clean energy in the maritime sector, develop inland
waterways, and build hubs for shipbuilding and ship repair, all under an expanded Sagarmala
plan.

“If India wants to be a $5 trillion economy, it can’t happen just within our geography, we need
international trade," Arun Maheshwari, joint managing director and chief executive officer, JSW
Infrastructure, told Mint. JSW Infra, a privately held business which is part of Sajjan Jindal’s JSW
group, operates two ports (Jaigarh and Dharamtar) and eight terminals in four major ports.

While the business vertical was started to handle dry bulk shipments (iron ore, coal) for JSW’s
captive steel and energy businesses, the group has expanded operations so that third-party
business is now about a quarter of its turnover. By the end of 2022, JSW Infra will expand cargo
capacity from 110 mt to 150 mt, introduce gas and liquid cargo handling capacities, and look for
further acquisitions.

The Adani playbook

Private sector investment in ports has steadily increased over the last five years, touching an all-
time high of $2.35 billion by 2020, according to data from Refinitiv. Adani Group’s APSEZ was
single-handedly responsible for most of the large acquisitions, acquiring Krishnapatnam Port
(near Nellore in Andhra Pradesh) and the bankrupt Dighi port in Maharashtra. This March,
APSEZ acquired 89.6% stake in Gangavaram port near Visakhapatnam for 5,558 crore, taking
its total port count to 13 locations.

Of the last three added to its stable, experts believe Krishnapatnam will be Adani’s next Mundra
for the new decade. A December 2020 analysis of the acquisition by brokerage firm CLSA said:
“Krishnapatnam is India’s No. 2 private port with some solid tenants. It has 6,800 acres of land,
enough to grow its volume 5 times."

With the recent acquisitions, APSEZ will handle 30% of all cargo in India. The group’s capacity
is so far ahead of local competitors that APSEZ now measures itself against global shipping
hubs like China, Singapore and Hong Kong. “We had an imbalance between our capacities on
the west and east coasts; Gangavaram’s acquisition has corrected this," said BVJK Sharma,
Director-Ports, APSEZ. “We are working on logistics, warehousing, storage, connectivity through
road and rail, so that we can offer door-to-door service to our customers and can charge a
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premium for services. Once the dedicated freight corridors are fully commissioned, logistics cost
will come down considerably."

Industry watchers say that the Adani group’s model to offer premium services to customers in
order to shift traffic towards their ports will be mimicked by other private players too. Its strategy
to enhance service quality at their own ports over neighbouring major ports (Mundra and Hazira
near JNPT, Dhamra near Paradip, Kattupalli near Chennai); signing joint ventures with shipping
partners (like with French shipping line CMA CGM for a box terminal at Mundra) and using their
own terminals to move dry bulk for the group’s captive consumption has helped shift traffic away
from the old strongholds.

Changing landscape

Major ports, meanwhile, are struggling to keep pace with Adani’s aggressive marketing
strategies and to keep a lid on costs. The profitability of major ports is often weighed down by
historical baggage—like wages and pensions or, in the case of the Kolkata port, annual dredging
costs of around 300 crore.

Where terminals in public ports have been auctioned out to private companies, the latter are
often hamstrung by stringent operating rules. “If your berth is registered for only imports, you
can’t handle exports even if there is excess capacity. If your licence is for thermal coal (used in
power plants), you can’t switch to coking coal (used to manufacture steel) if demand from the
power sector falls," an officer at a privately-operated terminal inside a government-operated
major port said on condition of anonymity.

The Major Port Authorities Bill, 2020, passed this February in Parliament to replace the 1963
Act, is expected to give far greater autonomy in the operations of centrally-run ports as well as
public-private partnership operators, giving them full powers to enter into contracts and develop
infrastructure and to set competitive tariffs.

“The resources available to major ports are significant in terms of land and waterfront availability
and connectivity to the hinterland," Rajiv Agarwal, managing director and chief executive officer
(CEO) Essar Ports, said. “They can act as a catalyst to private enterprise. Ports worldwide are
now switching to the landlord model, where the port is run by a regulatory authority, but the
terminals are run by the private sector. Eventually, you can build a holding structure for ports
that can be monetised by the government or held through a sovereign wealth fund to recycle
capital," Agarwal added,

“It will take about 3-4 years of continuous GDP growth to fully raise the average capacity
utilisation from about 60-65% now to the global average of 75-80% in Indian ports,"
Jagannarayan Padmanabhan, director-transport and logistics, Crisil, said. “Meanwhile, the
private sector is taking a punt on ports with its long concession cycles because once GDP
growth hits the upswing, there are supernormal profits to be made here because the entry
barriers are high. At the same time, marketing managers of government-owned ports will be
unable to compete with solicitation strategies of say, Adani, DP World or PSA International (all of
whom intend to expand further in India)."

This seems to be indeed the direction that is being taken. Five greenfield ports have been
proposed over the last few years by the Centre, with the spotlight now on Vadhavan along
Maharashtra’s coast, which comes with a price tag of 65,000 crore. This is likely to follow the
landlord model from inception. In her budget speech this year, finance minister Nirmala
Sitharaman said the government will invite private partners into seven projects totalling 2,000
crore, which will be offered by major ports.
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“Eventually, India will move into a model where the government builds the trunk infrastructure for
ports and the private sector will bring efficiency into operations," Crisil’s Padmanabhan said.

In essence, the edifice of how India imports and exports goods is fundamentally changing and a
scramble to acquire significant first-mover advantage is set to play out.

Tanya Thomas is a journalist based in Mumbai.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-04-15

‘INDIA’S PUBLIC DEBT LEVEL AMONG HIGHEST IN
EMERGING ECONOMIES’

Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Mobilization of resources incl. Savings, Borrowings &
External Resources

India’s public debt level is among the highest in emerging economies with a quantitative easing
programme underway, while its debt affordability is among the weakest, Moody’s Investors
Service said on Wednesday.

“With the exception of Chile, most of the 11 emerging markets have weak government
effectiveness, suggesting potential risks executing fiscal reforms or consolidation plans,”
Moody’s said.

“Debt affordability varies widely, with Ghana and India [rated Baa3 negative] weakest. Across
the 11 emerging markets, India, South Africa and Ghana have the highest public debt and
weakest debt affordability,” the agency added.

“The Reserve Bank of India’s programme aims to stabilise the domestic bond market,” the report
titled, ‘Quantitative easing programs are largely positive, but risks vary across economies’,
noted.

“While the bank does not operate in the primary market, dividend payments and transfers of
excess reserves to the government fund part of the budget deficit,” the report said.

“The bank targets buying more than Rs. 3 trillion [$41.3 billion] of government bonds this fiscal
year, having purchased Rs. 3.1 trillion bonds in the previous fiscal year,” Moody’s added in the
report. “Most economies’ debt burdens will rise before they stabilise over the next few years,” it
said.

Depending on recovery prospects and future debt servicing costs, high debt levels may become
unsustainable for the more vulnerable economies,” the report warned.

Most economies’ debt burdens will rise before they stabilise over the next few years
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-04-20

RBI SETS UP COMMITTEE TO REVIEW WORKING OF
ARCS

Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Banking, NPAs and RBI

The RBI on Monday set up a committee to undertake a comprehensive review of the working of
asset reconstruction companies (ARCs) in the financial sector ecosystem and recommend
suitable measures for enabling them to meet the growing requirements.

The six-member committee will be headed by Sudarshan Sen, former executive director,
Reserve Bank of India (RBI).

As per the terms of reference of the committee, the panel will review the existing legal and
regulatory framework applicable to ARCs and recommend measures to improve efficacy of
ARCs.

It will also review the role of ARCs in the resolution of stressed assets, including under the
Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC), and give suggestions for improving liquidity in and
trading of security receipts.

Besides, it has also been asked to review the business models of ARCs.

“The committee will submit its report within three months from the date of its first meeting,” the
central bank said in a statement.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-04-22

INDIA AT 142ND RANK ON PRESS FREEDOM INDEX
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Demographic Economics &

Various Indexes

The World Press Freedom Index, 2021, produced by Reporters Without Borders (RSF), a
French non-governmental organisation, has again ranked India at 142nd out of 180 countries.
This is despite the fact that for a year, on directions from Cabinet Secretary Rajiv Gauba, an
index monitoring cell worked to improve the rankings, even holding a meeting between the
Indian Ambassador to France and the RSF officials to lobby for a change in the ranking.

In 2016, India’s rank was 133, which has steadily climbed down to 142 in 2020.

The RSF report says India is one of the world’s most dangerous countries for journalists trying to
do their job properly. They are exposed to every kind of attack, even police violence against
reporters, ambushes by political activists, and reprisals instigated by criminal groups or corrupt
local officials.

In February last year, fearing such an adverse assessment, the cell was set up in 18 Ministries
to find ways to improve the position on 32 international indices.

The Information and Broadcasting Ministry was delegated to look at the freedom of press index.

According to the report of this cell, accessed by The Hindu , on April 26 last year, the Additional
Director-General, Public Information Bureau, first wrote to RSF chairman Pierre Haski asking for
the criteria on the basis of which it compiles the index, for a better understanding of the ranking.
This was followed by a meeting between Indian Ambassador Javed Ashraf with the RSF’s
secretary-general Christophe Deloire and the head of its Asia Pacific desk, Daniel Bastard.

The minutes of this September meeting are part of the report of the cell. Mr. Ashraf said the
openness of the government to be criticised and questioned with respect to subjects such as
economy, international affairs and defence deals such as Rafale were indicators of press
freedom.

Internet ban in J&K

The RSF representatives, however, questioned the Internet ban in Jammu and Kashmir from
August 5, 2019, which went on for nearly a year. The Ambassador said the shutdown was for
the security of the region. “Members of the press could access the Internet through the Internet
kiosks set up by the government and there was active reporting in Indian and international
media on the situation in Kashmir, which could only have been possible with unhindered access
to the Internet and freedom of the press,” the minutes say.

The minutes also note that on the issue of violence raised by the RSF, Mr. Ashraf said, “many
incidents reported as attacks on journalists are often a consequence of the law and order
situation in some areas of India. This is often misrepresented as targeted attacks on journalists
by the State in western media.”
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RBI EXTENDS WAYS AND MEANS CREDIT FOR
STATES, UTS TO SEPT.

Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Growth & Development - Banking, NPAs and RBI

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) decided to continue with the existing interim Ways and Means
Advances (WMA) scheme limit of Rs. 51,560 crore for all States/ UTs shall for six months i.e.,
up to September 30, given the prevalence of COVID-19.

Based on the recommendations of the Advisory Committee on WMA to State Governments,
2021 — chaired by Sudhir Shrivastava — the RBI had revised the WMA Scheme of States and
Union Territories (UTs), it said.

The WMA limit arrived at by the Committee based on total expenditure of States/ UTs, works out
to Rs. 47,010 crore. The RBI said it would review the WMA limit thereafter, depending on the
course of the pandemic and its impact on the economy.

The Special Drawing Facility (SDF) availed by State Governments/ UTs shall continue to be
linked to the quantum of their investments in marketable securities issued by the Government of
India, including the Auction Treasury Bills (ATBs), it said.

The net annual incremental investments in Consolidated Sinking Fund (CSF) and Guarantee
Redemption Fund (GRF) shall continue to be eligible for availing of SDF, without any upper limit.

A uniform hair-cut of 5% shall be applied on the market value of securities, for determining the
operating limit of SDF on a daily basis, the central bank said.

States’ Special Drawing Facility will remain linked to investments in govt. securities
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GROUNDWATER DEPLETION MAY REDUCE WINTER
CROPPING INTENSITY BY 20% IN INDIA

Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Agriculture Issues and related constraints

Scarcity: A good 13% of villages with winter crops are in critically water-depleted regions.   |
Photo Credit: Nikhil Patil

India is the second-largest producer of wheat in the world, with over 30 million hectares in the
country dedicated to producing this crop. But with severe groundwater depletion, the cropping
intensity or the amount of land planted in the winter season may decrease by up to 20% by
2025, notes a new paper. Some of the important winter crops are wheat, barley, mustard and
peas.

The international team studied India’s three main irrigation types on winter cropped areas: dug
wells, tube wells, canals, and also analysed the groundwater data from the Central Ground
Water Board. They found that 13% of the villages in which farmers plant a winter crop are
located in critically water-depleted regions. The team writes that these villages may lose 68% of
their cropped area in future if access to all groundwater irrigation is lost. The results suggest that
these losses will largely occur in northwest and central India.

The team then looked at canals to understand if they can be promoted as an alternative
irrigation source and as an adaptation strategy to falling groundwater tables. But the results
showed that “switching to canal irrigation has limited adaptation potential at the national scale.
We find that even if all regions that are currently using depleted groundwater for irrigation will
switch to using canal irrigation, cropping intensity may decline by 7% nationally,” notes the paper
published in Science Advances.

When asked what new or additional adaptation strategies can be implemented, corresponding
author Meha Jain explains: “We can conjecture based on other literature and say that adoption
of water-saving technologies like a sprinkler, drip irrigation and maybe switching to less water-
intensive crops may help use the limited groundwater resources more effectively,” She is from
the School for Environment and Sustainability at the University of Michigan.

Her team is now trying to understand how groundwater depletion has already reduced yields
and cropped areas in India over the last 20 years, and also how climate change may affect the
future availability of groundwater resources.

Balwinder Singh from the International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center, New Delhi,
explains more about the problems wheat farmers face in our country. “There are several first-
generation (productivity) and second-generation (sustainability) problems. In the green
revolution era, policy-supported environment led to a large increase in rice cultivation in
northwestern India mainly in Punjab and Haryana which are ecologically less suitable for rice
cultivation due to predominantly light soils.”

He explains that this policy-supported intensive agriculture led to unsustainable groundwater use
for irrigation and in turn groundwater scarcity. There was also post-harvest residue burning to
make way for the timely sowing of wheat. He is one of the authors of the paper.

He adds that there are enough groundwater resources supported with higher monsoon rainfall in
eastern Indian states like Bihar. But due to lack of enough irrigation infrastructure, farmers are

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/Nikhil-Patil/
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not able to make use of natural resources there.

“So we need better policies in eastern India to expand the irrigation and thus increase
agriculture productivity. This will also release some pressure from northwestern Indian states,”
he concludes.

Please enter a valid email address.
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A PATENTLY WRONG REGIME
Relevant for: Indian Economy | Topic: Issues relating to Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs)

Even an unprecedented pandemic can do little, it appears, to upset the existing global regime
governing monopoly rights over the production and distribution of life-saving drugs. If anything,
since the onset of COVID-19, we’ve only seen a reaffirmation of intellectual property rules that
have served as a lethal barrier to the right to access healthcare over the last few decades. The
neo-liberal order, under which these laws exist, is so intractable today that a matter as
seemingly simple as a request for a waiver on patent protections is seen as a claim unworthy of
exception.

On October 2 last year, India and South Africa submitted a joint petition to the World Trade
Organization (WTO), requesting a temporary suspension of rules under the 1995 Agreement on
Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS). A waiver was sought to the
extent that the protections offered by TRIPS impinged on the containment and treatment of
COVID-19. As we now know, quick and efficient vaccination is the surest route to achieving
global herd immunity against the virus. Should the appeal for waiver be allowed, countries will
be in a position, among other things, to facilitate a free exchange of know-how and technology
surrounding the production of vaccines.

Also read | U.S. remains non-committal on India’s move to get TRIPS waiver to COVID-19
vaccines at WTO

The request for waiver has, since, found support from more than 100 nations. But a small group
of states — the U.S., the European Union, the U.K. and Canada among them — continues to
block the move. Their reluctance comes despite these countries having already secured the
majority of available vaccines, with the stocks that they hold far exceeding the amounts
necessary to inoculate the whole of their populations. Their decision is all the more galling when
one considers the fact that for the rest of the world mass immunisation is a distant dream.
Reports suggest that for most poor countries it would take until at least 2024 before widespread
vaccination is achieved.

A patent is a conferral by the state of an exclusive right to make, use and sell an inventive
product or process. Patent laws are usually justified on three distinct grounds: on the idea that
people have something of a natural and moral right to claim control over their inventions; on the
utilitarian premise that exclusive licenses promote invention and therefore benefit society as a
whole; and on the belief that individuals must be allowed to benefit from the fruits of their labour
and merit, that when a person toils to produce an object, the toil and the object become
inseparable. Each of these justifications has long been a matter of contest, especially in the
application of claims of monopoly over pharmaceutical drugs and technologies.

In India, the question of marrying the idea of promoting invention and offering exclusive rights
over medicines on the one hand with the state’s obligation of ensuring that every person has
equal access to basic healthcare on the other has been a source of constant tension. The
colonial-era laws that the country inherited expressly allowed for pharmaceutical patents. But in
1959, a committee chaired by Justice N. Rajagopala Ayyangar objected to this on ethical
grounds. It noted that access to drugs at affordable prices suffered severely on account of the
existing regime. The committee found that foreign corporations used patents, and injunctions
secured from courts, to suppress competition from Indian entities, and thus, medicines were
priced at exorbitant rates. To counter this trend, the committee suggested, and Parliament put
this into law through the Patents Act, 1970, that monopolies over pharmaceutical drugs be

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/india-s-africa-move-wto-on-covid-19-prevention-treatment/article32760770.ece
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altogether removed, with protections offered only over claims to processes.

Also read | LDCs support request made by India, South Africa for waiving COVID-19 vaccine-
related IPR

This change in rule allowed generic manufacturers in India to grow. As a result, life-saving drugs
were made available to people at more affordable prices. The ink had barely dried on the new
law, though, when negotiations had begun to create a WTO that would write into its constitution
a binding set of rules governing intellectual property. In the proposal’s vision, countries which fail
to subscribe to the common laws prescribed by the WTO would be barred from entry into the
global trading circuit. It was believed that a threat of sanctions, to be enforced through a dispute
resolution mechanism, would dissuade states from reneging on their promises. With the advent
in 1995 of the TRIPS agreement this belief proved true.

As the Yale Law School professor Amy Kapczynski has written, compelling signatories to
introduce intellectual property laws like those in the global north was nothing short of a scandal.
The follies in this new world order became quickly apparent when drugs that reduced AIDS
deaths in developed nations were placed out of reach for the rest of the world. It was only when
Indian companies began to manufacture generic versions of these medicines, which was made
possible because obligations under TRIPS hadn’t yet kicked in against India, that the prices
came down. But lessons from that debacle remain unlearned.

Instead, two common arguments are made in response to objections against the prevailing
patent regime. One, that unless corporations are rewarded for their inventions, they would be
unable to recoup amounts invested by them in research and development. Two, that without the
right to monopolise production there will be no incentive to innovate. Both of these claims have
been refuted time and again.

Also read | Biden urged not to accept India, South Africa’s proposal at WTO on COVID-19
vaccine

Most recently, it has been reported that the technology involved in producing the Moderna
vaccine in the U.S. emanated out of basic research conducted by the National Institutes of
Health, a federal government agency, and other publicly funded universities and organisations.
Similarly, public money accounted for more than 97% of the funding towards the development of
the Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccine. Big pharma has never been forthright about the quantum of
monies funnelled by it into research and development. It’s also been clear for some time now
that its research is usually driven towards diseases that afflict people in the developed world.
Therefore, the claim that a removal of patents would somehow invade on a company’s ability to
recoup costs is simply untrue.

The second objection — the idea that patents are the only means available to promote
innovation — has become something of a dogma. But other appealing alternatives have been
mooted. The economist Joseph Stiglitz is one of many who has proposed a prize fund for
medical research in place of patents. Under the current system, “those unfortunate enough to
have the disease are forced to pay the price… and that means the very poor in the developing
world are condemned to death,” he wrote. A system that replaces patents with prizes will be
“more efficient and more equitable”, in that incentives for research will flow from public funds
while ensuring that the biases associated with monopolies are removed.

Also read | USTR holds talks with Pfizer, Astrazeneca over increased vaccine production, IP
rights waiver
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The unequal vaccine policy put in place by the Indian state is indefensible. But at the same time,
we cannot overlook the need for global collective action. If nation states are to act as a force of
good, they must each attend to the demands of global justice. The pandemic has demonstrated
to us just how iniquitous the existing world order is. We cannot continue to persist with rules
granting monopolies which place the right to access basic healthcare in a position of constant
peril. In its present form, the TRIPS regime, to borrow the law professor Katharina Pistor’s
words, represents nothing but a new form of “feudal calculus”.

Suhrith Parthasarathy is an advocate practising at the Madras High Court
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